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1.Overview
TURIN external axis is mainly divided into rotating axis and linear walking rail axis . Currently available on the
original 6 axis system at most three external axes can be arbitrarily extended. So the seventh axis the eighth
axis and the ninth axis are the external axes.
Extension of external axis if using TURIN system 789 axis motor drive required TURIN standard or specified
brand. Non-TURIN branded motor system will not be enabled.

1.1. TURIN Robot IO configuration
1.1.1. Robot IO board hardware configuration
IO input uses the IO board independently developed and designed by TURIN. 12 channels of input and 4
groups of 0-10v analog output are used to directly interact with the system through the EtherCAT bus.

Standard welding robot delivered from the factory includes 12 input channels and have been used 9 inputs
as low level signals, includes 4 groups of 0-10v analog output and has been used two channels, they are
welding current and welding voltage.

Welding current module
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Welding voltage module
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1.1.2. Robot IO board hardware terminals
IO device interface uses IO terminal board STB40 fast interface, 12 input and 4 groups of 0-10v analog
output, and IO board connection through quick plug and unplug wiring.

E01-E04 External emergency stop B8-B20 12 inputs A1-A2, welding current

A3-A4 Welding voltage

IO device interface uses IO terminal board V309 fast interface, 12 inputs and 4 sets of 0-10v analog output,
and is connected to IO board by fast prefabricated cable.

1.1.3. Robot relay hardware
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The output of the robot is a 12-way relay board, which has 12 normally open contacts and 12 normally closed
contacts respectively, and is connected with IO board by quick plug and line arrangement.

1.1.4. Robot IO monitoring

IO relay 02-06 five output outlets, when IO board lose its communication, the output will be forced to set 0.
When IO is required to always maintain, such as the fixture needs to be always maintained, please use the
last five output outlets 07-11.
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2.The hardware configuration
2.1. Control cabinet wiring
Here we take the example of adding a Inovance brand motor for our 7th axis rotation axis. The following is w
a picture we adding of 7th axis servos to the control cabinet. (similar operation for adding axis 8 and 9)

Add a seventh axis
driver 1pc

Seventh axis
communication wire

1pc
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Relay for the motor
brake function of 7th
axis 1pc

Fuse of 7th axis 1pc
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2.2. External axis wiring diagram
1.
2.
3.

4.

Servo driver: According to the corresponding servo brand, 220V power supply is supplied to the servo.
The zero line N is directly taken from the X1 terminals, the live line L is connected to the output position
of the fuse, and the ground line is connected to the ground terminal.
Cable: One end of the cable is connected from the output port of the sixth axis to the input port of the
seventh axis (the crystal heads at both ends correspond to each other).
Relay for brake:The positive pole of the relay is connected to the 24V+ of the X3 terminal, and the
negative pole of the relay connect to pin3 0f the servo IO Brake. The two common ports are respectively
connected to the negative and positive port of 24V power supply for the Brake function on the X2
terminal. The corresponding two normally open contacts are connected to the BK+ and BK- of the
motor.
Definition of fuse wiring:The input terminal is connected to the live wire on the left of the X1 terminal ,
and the output is connected to the servo driver power R.
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3.System configuration
System configuration includes ENI file copy, ENI file selection, joint parameter Settings. ENI file is the communication
file between the master station (TURIN control system) and slave station (servo drivers, IO board, CAN bus
communication board.So any changes of servo drivers , IO board, CAN digital communication board, will need to
change ENI file and the robot control system can work normally accordingly.

3.1. ENI file copy

Settings -- SW maintenance -- File copy -- select configs-ethercat_x86 in the system file, and then open the
matching .xml file to its hardware configuration in the USB file corresponding .
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3.2. ENI file configuration

Settings -- system Settings -- EtherCat -- Choose ENI file -- find the copy corresponding to the hardware. xml file, click
save and restart.
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3.3. Setting of external axis joint parameters

1.

Joint index :(1 to 9) joint parameters.

2.

Max joint vel = motor maximum speed (on the motor nameplate) ×6÷joint deceleration ratio.

3.

Max joint acc = maximum joint velocity ×5.

4.

Max joint jerk = maximum joint acceleration ×5.

5.

Max joint pos: the soft limit of positive rotation of the axis (set according to actual needs).

6.

Min joint pos: the axis reverses the soft limit (set according to actual requirements).

7.

Resolution: the ratio of the numerator to the denominator of the servo drive gear. (research and control: 131072

rujing: 131072 LS: 131072 duomochuan: 524288 huichuan: 8388608 rujing :)
8.

Joint direction: change the positive and negative rotation of the motor.

9.

Gear ratio: the speed reduction ratio value of the motor connection.∞

10. Ignore servo alarm: the servo driver alarm system is not detected.
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4.Coordinate calibration of external axis
The external axis coordination calibration of TURIN can be divided into two types: rotating axis coordination
calibration and walking axis coordination calibration. The rotating axis are generally used for horizontal
rotation or vertical rotation of the tool shifter, and the walking axis are generally used for welding parts with a
long distance, so the robot cannot reach the travel distance, so the robot is installed on the walking axis and
moved with it. (no need to set and calibrate without coordination)

4.1. Calibration of rotary external axis

Simultaneous: the external axis implement linear or rotary synchronization with the robot body
Ext 1 and 2 link: when there are two external axis superimposed on the positioner structure used in
conjunction.
Ext axis num: select the number of external axes.
Compute user coordinate system: record the TCP coincidence of three different angles of the positioner and
the coordinates of the robot tool the three coordinate values recorded under the position. (when recording
the three coordinate values, the robot should maintain the same attitude, and the TCP precision of the tool
coordinate of the robot should be within 1mm)
7.1Move the seventh axis positioner to 0°, move the robot and make its TCP point align with the sharp point
of the Calibration rod on the positioner and press Rec coord.
7.2 Move the seventh axis positioner to 30°, move the robot and make its TCP point align with the sharp
point of the Calibration rod on the positioner and press Rec coord.
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7.3 Move the seventh axis positioner to 60°, move the robot and make its TCP point align with the sharp
point of the Calibration rod on the positioner and press Rec coord.
After the completion of the three coordinate point record, click the Positioner calc, and then click Save!
(Similar operation for 8th and 9th external axis .)

4.2. Calibration of linear external axis

For the calibration of linear axis, an auxiliary TCP tip is needed (the TCP error should be controlled within
1mm as far as possible) to take three positions on the edge of a benchmark, and all three positions need to
have the movement of walking axis. After the coordinate value is recorded, the result of parallel operation of
robot coordinate and datum level is obtained after the point walking axis is calculated and saved
successfully.
7.1 when the walking axis of the seventh axis is in a negative direction and the robot must stretch to its limit
position, click Rec coord when the TCP coincides with the fixed thimble point of the base level.
7.2When the walking axis of the seventh axis is the zero position and the TCP of the robot coincides with the
sharp point of the datum level, click Rec coord.
7.3When the seventh axis is in the positive direction and the robot must stretch to its limit position, the TCP
coincides with the sharp point on the datum level and click Rec coord.

4.3. Calibration verification of external axis
For external axis calibration verification, an auxiliary TCP tip is needed. As in calibration, the robot TCP is
aligned to the auxiliary TCP tip, and the coordinate system is switched to a positioner with the speed
switched to 5%. The seven axis are verified by j4-j4 +, and the eight and nine axis by j5-j5 +, j6-j6 +. The TCP
of the robot is connected with the corresponding external axis in the process of point-and-move relocation.
The point always follows the motion of the auxiliary TCP tip
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5.Synchronization programming
5.1. Add synchronization commands

Prog/Run - add ins - enable on servo - motion - Synchrnization - positioner sync
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Prog/Run - add ins - enable on servo - motion - Synchrnization - Positioner sync - mode selection

5.2. details of cooperative instructions
Close: turn off the coordination function with the positioner.
Independent: the external axis is used when the robot moves in cartesian space coordinates.
Link with J7: the seventh axis and the robot are shown to walk roughly straight line or arc trajectory.
Link with J8: the eighth axis and the robot are respectively shown to walk the approximate straight line or arc
trajectory.
Link with J9: the ninth axis and the robot are respectively shown to walk roughly straight line or arc
trajectory.
Sync with J7: the seventh axis cooperates with the robot to teach it to walk a precise straight line or circular
path.
Coordinate with J8: coordinate 8 axis with robot to teach to walk precise straight line or circular path.
Coordinate with J9: coordinate 9 axis with robot to teach to walk precise straight line or circular path.

5.3. Program examples of synchronization
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